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SUMMARY 

The consistent tangent matrix for density-dependent plastic models within the theory of isotropic multiplica
tive hyperelastoplasticity is presented here. Plastic equations expressed as general functions of the Kirchhoff 
stresses and density are considered. They include the Cauchy-based plastic models as a particular case. The 
standard exponential return-mapping algorithm is applied, with the density playing the role of a fixed 
parameter during the nonlinear plastic corrector problem. The consistent tangent matrix has the same 
structure as in the usual density-independent plastic models. A simple additional term takes into account the 
influence of the density on the plastic corrector problem. Quadratic convergence results are shown for 
several representative examples involving geomaterial and powder constitutive models. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consistent tangent matrices [1,2] are an essential ingredient for the efficient solution via implicit 
methods of complex problems in non-linear computational mechanics. Consistent tangent 
matrices are needed to solve the elastoplastic boundary value problem with quadratic conver

gence, via a full Newton-Raphson linearization. They are computed from the consistent tangent 
moduli at Gauss-point level. 

The expression of the consistent tangent moduli for a wide variety of material models can be 
found in the literature. Consistent tangent moduli for different small-strain elastoplastic models 

and time-integration rules can be found in References [1-5] among many others. 
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